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Challenges

A Luxury Travel hotel group that attracts high-end consumer
bookings needed to ascertain more granular information on their
current and past client base across the United States.
Due to the ongoing challenges of massive acquisition costs via online
and offline advertising channels, insights on data already acquired
were needed to optimize both existing client communications AND
affect possible rescoping of new acquisition audience targeting.

From a menu of over 600 key demographics, lifestyle, and eventdriven segmentation, the client picked 15 key indicators that could
be appended to their client/prospect data via complete matching at
both the full name and household level stages.
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Audient Company offered a complimentary analysis of a subset of
the client’s prospect and client data records and completed the task
within one week from client data receipt. Upon completing this
analysis, we discovered key insights utilizing one of our services
known as Audience Enhance.
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The client was pleased with the key findings in place and
believed that the core insights deduced from this analysis
will have several intrinsic benefits to not only their current
client communications and messaging/offers but also to
how they go about targeting NEW customers for acquisition.
Lifetime value (repeat bookings) and acquisition cost on paid
media expenditures have improved substantially since
Audient's data-mining efforts have been completed.
The client is now working with Audient to provide these
insights across most of their current client segmentations to
model them to our database's common characteristics
(Audience Connect). From there, the client will also be
utilizing Audience Build to scale out and replicate their
absolute best customer segments to form new Audience
data segments for us, in paid new acquisition efforts across
all their hotel properties.
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